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QUEENS 50’ HT

Take it easy, take it beautiful
A new look for one of the Queens of the Shipyard of Rosignano: Queens 50’ HT improves with the Hard
Top version. Harmoniously matched to the lines of the hull, it gives the boat an attractive, aerodynamic and
sporty profile. The design is the result of the work of Architects Locarno and Vienna from the TDF study of
Milan: a mix of innovation, versatility and functionality which guarantees a comfortable navigation, great
mileage and easy piloting.
“Custom” is the keyword aboard the new Queens 50' Hard Top: everything is realized according to the
needs and desires of the owner, from the layout of the rooms (available in two versions) to the furniture and
the choice of wood. Despite being a 50-foot, every area has been planned to be exploited and enhanced
through architecture and style, increasing the usability and luminosity. For example, the glass door with 3
panels ideally separates the cockpit from the inner area, but manages to create a pleasant continuity effect
between the outdoor and indoor spaces when left open; or the smart mobile lounge bar on the main deck
which can be converted to a comfortable couch or a TV cabinet (folding in the back). The study room,
hallmark of every boat in the fleet Queens, takes advantage of natural light through the large windows,
which helps to increase the sense of volume.
Aft, a platform serves as bathroom area / sun deck, and a ladder leads to the well (available in teak floor on
request) where a table and a comfortable sofa allow to enjoy a relaxing aperitif or, thanks to an optional
converting system, to sunbathe even during navigation.
At the entrance, next to starboard, a fully equipped kitchen is installed (including hood, hob, oven, baskets,
cutlery, waste bin). On the left, the fridge/freezer elements span the full height, and the rest of the furniture
provides wide working space in the galley. The command post is also found on the right and is fully
customizable. The same location contains all the equipment to complete engine and navigation control. The
dinette includes a large table for 12 people and an additional sofa to guarantee the maximum relax of the
owner and his guests. The living room is also lit by a convenient hard top (electrically) that transforms the
dinette from an intimate to an open space typical of a fast commuter, an important versatility that alternates
moments of privacy to moments of absolute sportiness.
The same attention to details and finest furniture are matched downstairs. The transversal bed, typical of
every Queens yacht, makes the full beam stateroom very spacious. The access to the bathroom is en-suite
with separate shower for the owner’s privacy. Two other cabins for four guests are present, with the VIP
cabin in the bow area, both featuring a bed convertible in twin beds, and shared bathroom with separate
showers.
The motorization is devised with two VOLVO D6 IPS 600 (435HP x 2) engines. Through a simple joystick, it
enables safe and intuitive maneuvering, beside electronic monitoring of the motors. The high ceiling engine
room facilitates the inspection. The equipment is effectively arranged in the engine room, while the controls
are centralized in points that guarantee easy access. Finally, a transversal garage is designed for the
placement
of
the
tender,
with
opening
on
the
platform.
Queens Yachts 50 'Hard Top summarizes the philosophy that always inspires the projects of the shipyard
Rosignano: sportiness and elegance, practicality and personalization, often prohibitive to combine into a 50
feet.
A simple choice, a beautiful choice.
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